


ave you ever met someone whose passion for living was so robust that others said of him,

“ He’s lived enough to fill two lifetimes” ? Now imagine living each of day your life to its

very fullest, to a point where the sum total of your life experiences is enough to fill a

thousand years.

Such is the subject matter of Giovanni’s latest creative endeavor, Live A Thousand Years.

At the heart of Live A Thousand Years are the Twelve Chimes, or twelve essential elements

necessary to create a grander life experience. 

During his Live A Thousand Years performance, Giovanni incorporates the Twelve Chimes into

your company’s own unique themes and messaging to deliver a customized, one-of-a-kind

experience that is as invigorating as it is insightful, humorous as it is heart-felt, and whimsical

as it is wise. Combining energetic music, jaw-dropping magic, meaningful audience participa-

tion and Giovanni’s own original style and unparalleled showmanship, Live A Thousand Years

will drive home your key objectives and challenge your audience to live life with greater 

passion, purpose and balance.

No matter what stage of life they may be in, Live A Thousand Years speaks to audience 

members on an intimate level and will transform both their personal and professional lives,

creating a truly memorable experience that will resonate within each individual long after 

the performance is over... possibly even for a thousand years and beyond.

Delivery | In this 60-90 minute program, Giovanni teaches the principles in his book, 

Live A Thousand Years. When the book is given as a follow-up to the speech, the message 

creates a lasting impression with your audience that extends well beyond the presentation. 

Outcomes | The Live A Thousand Years performance is being embraced by organizations

striving to create a heart-connecting experience for employees or customers. Giovanni’s

clients have reported that this message provides inspiration, hope, and practical strategies,

mixed with astonishment and wonder. Your organization can experience the following 

outcomes from the Live A Thousand Years performance:

> Reinforcement of your key messages or themes

> A highly motivated audience

> Building loyalty between you and your audience

> A feel-good experience for your audience

> Strategies for professional and personal life balance
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“For a company to trans-

form, its people must

transform. We had

Giovanni give this show

and book to our entire

organization because the

principles it teaches are

so powerful.”

ALAN NOVOTNY

CEO

TISSUENET

“Live A Thousand Years 

is exactly the kind of deep

message that connects

the hearts and minds of

today’s corporate audi-

ences... it’s a guaranteed

smash hit!”

BRAIN WALTER

VICE PRESIDENT

THE EFFECTIVENESS 

INSTITUTE 


